
THE MOST POPULAR DRYERS IN THE INDUSTRY

AD DRYERS
AD25, 30, 50 & 75 Microprocessor Controlled



SPECIFICATIONS

Details 25 30 50 75
Max (dry) capacity (kg) 25lb/12kg 30lb/14kg 50lb/23kg 75/34kg
Weight (kg) 199 214 307 347
Height (mm) 1829 1829 1829 1908
Width (mm) 870 797 870 972
Depth (mm) 756 1096 1283 1232
Gas Inlet Size (inches) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75

ADC’s wide range of computerised dryers offers extensive features, ensuring that your specific requirements can be fully met, no
matter how demanding or diverse. Whatever your business - hotel, education, nursing, care, housing, commercial or industrial - ADC
has the model to suit your individual needs.

Available in 12, 14, 23 and 34kg
The large load capacities enable more to
be processed per cycle and therefore
increase overall throughput.

Microprocessor Controlled
Standard with 6 preset programmes to
suit your individual needs.

3 Auto Dry Cycles
Allow times to be automatically dried to
the correct level of dryness - 
reducing running costs and producing a
superior finish.

3 Timed Dry Cycles
Allow you to programme up to 99
minutes of drying and cool down for
items requiring special attention. 
The temperature can be set in one
degree increments.

Simple to Use
What could be simpler that a one button
start? By selecting one of 6 buttons, A
through to F, the dryer starts immediately
and runs through the chosen programme.
Touch button control means ease of
operation with less user error.

Variable Temperature Control
The selection of temperature settings
provides optimum drying temperature for
all fabric types.

Anti-Crease Programme
After the end of the drying cycle until 
the machine is unloaded, the dryer will
tumble every two minutes, 
without heat, for 20 seconds, in order 
to prevent creasing.

Large Door
Easier loading and unloading of large
items such as duvets, sheets, towels,
kylies, etc.

Long life - Reliable and Robust
Powder painted electrostatically both
inside and out, the machines are built to
last and have an excellent finish. An
injection moulded one piece door with
gasketless glass means no rubber seals
to wear out. Enclosed motors ensure
maximum reliability.

Optional
Large 3 phase motor with reversing
action prevents ‘load balling’.

Also available coin operated.

Gas heated - electric or steam heated also available to special order.
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